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Abstract: This paper proposes a new card game and dealing 

system, designed specifically for poker games. The proposed 

method benefits from two poker characteristics games that are 
ignored by public card systems.  First, cards are dealt in poker 
games in the form of rounds, betting with them, instead of all at 
once. Second, the total number of cards dealt in poker game cards 
is depending on the number of players but is usually less than half 
the total. With these remarks in mind, the proposed method 
distributes the computing cost of dealing cards evenly across the 
rounds. Compared to systems that provide a full introduction to 
the deck, the proposed approach provides a significant reduction 
in the total cost of computing. Also, it’s fair and strong. It perfectly 

fits hardware such as smartphones. The presented system is fast 
and secure mental poker protocol. It is twice as fast as similar 
protocols.  

Keywords: public key encryption, system distribution, poker 
games, cryptanalysis.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

 The poker game is complicated but it is convenient and 
secure for multiparty cryptography protocols. Actually, poker 
systems are applicable until outside the domain of e-games, 
since many of the cryptography structures of poker are 
utilized in other multiparty computing implementations, such 
as e-voting systems, private multi-party trust computation, 
privacy-preserving clustering, and some other systems.   It 
must differentiate between the poker systems, such as those 
based on trusted authority, and other systems that are free of a 
trusted authority. For example, Chou-Yeh in 2002 [1] stated 
that the trusted authority-based systems headed are more 
effective and the existence of trusted authority often provides 
the impression of justice of the players. But, in 1986 Crepeau 
[2] claimed that the useful poker systems must be devoid of 
any trusted authority. The aim as claimed is that anyone could 
be bribed, especially with no devices secure and without 
creating complete resistant programs yet to prevent 
tampering. Therefore, in the past ten years, there have been 
many types of research on poker systems without the adoption 
of trusted authority [3].  
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 However, in this paper, the authors believe that in applied 
practice, the system should adopt trusted authority to 
calculate the public and private keys of the players, and 
distribute additive shares of private keys to the participants. 
However, this trusted authority must play a quite restricted 
function. It only participates in key generation and is then not 
ignored. This restricted assistance is for creating sets of users 
only.  
The proposed method of dealing with cards is easy in theory. 
Different to common systems, it does not shuffle the entire set 
of cards in the first step, since it is a time- consuming step. 
Instead, it creates the cards one after another once wanted. 
Allow range ]52,...,1[  to denote 52 cards in the deck. To 

create the card, users together calculate the encryption )(ce  

for a random integer ]52,...,1[c . At this time, the users 

compare an encoded message )(ce  to the entire encrypted 

cards )(),...,( 1 tcece  which previously dealt with a present 

game. When the match is obtained, the recently created card 
)(ce  is abandoned then the users attempt to create the card 

again. When a match is not found, the new card )(ce  is valid. 

To handle this, users decrypt the card and eject c . To deal 
face down, users assistance a card receiver decrypt them, so 
that the receiver realizes only c. This system is effective if the 
card numbers that have been dealt with in the game are small 
compared with the group of cards; almost all poker systems 
have this feature. It is inappropriate to deal with a full range of 
cards. Moreover, the computing cost of trading cards is not 
each gained in advance, but is distributed over multiple 
rounds of gaming, providing users with much less time than 
initial hiding. It will also be evident in the remainder of such 
article, that the system is special. No user or combination of 
users, lower than the threshold, can affect the card creation 
system, nor get something related to cards that have been 
distributed to other users. The proposed system is preferably 
suitable for resource-limited tools, for example 
next-generation of mobile phones. 

II. RELATED WORKS  

     RSA introduced in 1979 [4] the first poker game that 
allows for two users to play the game only. Later, Goldwasser 
and Micali indicated that there is a security error in the RSA 
game [5]. However, Crepeau presented in 1987 [6] the first 
secure poker system. Subsequently, many other systems were 
offered. For example, in 2003 Zhao et al [7] proposed a free 
poker system that accommodates more than two users. But, in 
2004, Roca and Ferrer [8] explained how they could attack 
this protocol and proposed a new system in 2004 [9].  
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Then, Zhao and Vadaharajan introduced in 2005 [10] a 
revised version of the system. But, Castella and Roca in 2006 
[11] indicated that the revised version was insecure and 
resembled the RSA system.  
 In 2008, Chun and Chao [12] introduced a poker protocol to 
accomplish the distribution of encryption, detection and 
verification in an entirely distributed manner.   
In 2012, Bayer and Groth [13] proposed a zero-knowledge 
proof of correctness for shuffle. But, their system needs a 
certificate that covers a public key utilized to create specific 
encryption messages and the generalized Pedersen 
commitment. In 2014, Wei and Wang [14] proposed another 
system. Inappropriately, the security examples utilized in this 
protocol have not been officially identified and appear to be 
somewhat weak according to the unofficial explanations 
provided via the creators. However, in 2017, Bentov et al. 
[15] introduced the result of the general probability that an 
unfair multiparty computation system using improved 
trapdoor permutations gives a security proof.  
     This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the 
relevant works. The full description of the proposed 
methodology is described in Section 3. Section 4 the result 
analysis of the protocol game that use a set of fifty-two cards. 
Finally, Section 5 is the conclusion. 

III. THE PROPOSED METHODOLOGY   

 This section provides an outline of the proposed poker 
methodology. To handle with the card, users together create 
an encryption key e  of a random number }52,...,1{c  

without disclosing c . To avert dealing with the same card two 
times, users should make sure that the recently created card 

)(ce  does not resemble every one of cards now distributed. 

The problem is that such comparison concerning encoded 
cards should be completed in the manner that is not disclosed 
unless )(ce  is previously dealt with. When )(ce  is dealt with, 

users replicate the algorithm and attempt to obtain a fresh 
card )(ce   until one is discovered that is not yet dealt with. 

The full depiction of the system is as below. The system needs 
a public-key e  beside the following characteristics:   
 The public key and the private key of the protocols might 

be allocated amongst w  challengers.  

 The key encryption e  is additively homomorphic, that 

is )()()( 2121 mmememe  .  

 Assumed two messages )(ce and )(ce  . Suppose that there 

is a system that permits to joint owners of the private key 

to see if 52modcc   without disclosing any key. 

The description of encryption systems with the above 
characteristics are in Sections 3. However, the trading card 
system is as follows. 
Users together will share and create public and private keys. 
Each user obtains public keys and a share of the private keys. 
As soon as forming the group, the same public and private 
keys are reused to handle multiple cards. The poker system 
must be set up again only when the user exits, goes in as a new 
user or creates another group. Users retain the table 

)}(),...,({ 1 tceceT   that comprises encrypting each card 

which has been traded of the existing group. Table T  

contains both face up cards and face down cards. If the new 
deck is formed, it will initialize to 0T . Poker system 
handling card, if face-up or face-down is as follows:    

1. Each user iU selects }52,...,1{ib , then calculates the 

encrypted message )( ibe and produces an inflexible 

commitment to )( ibe .  

2. Every user iU then discloses )( ibe , and each user must 

check that all the commitments are true. But, when any 
one of the commitments is wrong, the poker system 
terminates and the honest users set up a new group which 
eliminates the corrupt users.   

3. By an additive homomorphism of e , the users 

calculate )(ce , such that  i ibc  

4. When 0T  the users should check if the card )(ce  

actually goes to T . For each encrypted message Tce )( , 

the users execute the multiparty protocol to check 

if 52modcc  . When there exists Tce )(  

where 52modcc  , the users throw the card )(ce  and 

re-run the poker that deals with the card in step 1. Observe 

that the card )(ce   previously dealt with has not changed 

due to the collision.   

5. The users add )(ce  to the table T . To handle the card at the 

top, the users decrypt )(ce  and give 52modc . To deal 

face-to-face with user jU , all users other than jU  partly 

recover )(ce  using the share secret key. A resultant 

encrypted message can be recovered by jU  only.   

In the remainder of this paper, authors offer an encryption 
system with the needed features, testing the cost of computing 
to create a set, establishing a deck and dealing with the card. 
The collision numbers that deal with the f cards is 

around 






 

2

)1(

52

1 ff
if f is much less than 52. 

     Also, the authors propose the applications of the poker 
game system to deal with cards based on the probabilistic 
public key encryption system published in 1994 [16]. The 
Benaloh system is more effective than the Elgamal encryption 
system published in 1985[17] since it provides a great benefit 
for producing an effective distribution key creation when 
using a reliable trusted authority. Assume that w  indicates 
the user numbers. First, see the meaning and practical 
characteristics of the Benaloh system. The Benaloh is 
probabilistic cryptography, a semantically secure public key. 
This encryption system applies two of the three characteristics 
it needs. It is an additively homomorphic and permits for 
modular message comparison. Benaloh’s probabilistic coding 

contains an added similarity coefficient; such that b  is an odd 
number specifying the cryptographic function. For 
implementations, initialize 53b  then, get the encryption 
system using mod 53 instead of 52. It is easy to handle this 
contradiction.  
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The users insert a distinct card number 53 added to the table 
T  in the deck preparation to ensure that they are not dealt 
with. 

IV.  THE ALGORITHM PROPOSED   

          The algorithms proposed are as follows: 
Algorithm for Key Generation 
     The steps of the algorithm are as follows: 

1. Selects a block size b ;  // in this use 53b  

2. Selects two prime integers qp, ; // b  divides 1p  

3. Computes the 1)/)1(,gcd(  bpb ; // is co-prime 

4. Computes the bqb  )1,gcd( ;  //  is co-prime  

5. Computes the modulus pqn  ; 

6. Computes the phi )1)(1(  qp ; 

7. Selects an integer *
nZg  ; 

8. Checks that ng b mod1/ 
      

9. Determines the public key by ),,( bgn ;  

10. Determines the private key by bqpx /)1)(1(  ;  

Remark  
     There are many current protocols that deal with the 
RSA-key creation distribution. However, in this paper, none 
of these protocols will not adapt on the distributed key 
creation for probabilistic encryption because most of these 
protocols are not useful for practical usage. But, in practice 
should a trusted authority calculate ),( gn , and distribute 

additive shares of bqpx /)1)(1(   for the users. Also, 

observe in this paper that the duty of the trusted authority is 
very restricted. It only engages in key creation and helps in 
creating groups of users and will never be used again.  
 
Algorithm for Encryption  
     The steps of the algorithms are as follows: 

1. Selects an integer message bZm ; 

2. Selects an integer number *
nZs  ; 

3. Computes the randomized encryption of m  by 

nsgmc bm mod)(  ; 

4. Now, it is easy to check: )()()( 2121 mmcmcmc  ; 

Algorithm for Decryption 
     The steps of the algorithms are as follows: 

1. Considers encrypted message nsgmc bm mod)(  ;  

2. Recovers that bqpx /)1)(1(  ;  

3. Considers that mxx gmc )( ;  

4. Creates table of items ng x mod  for }1,...,1{  bm ; 

5. Decrypts a message )(mc  via searching for the item 

nmc x mod)(  on a table;  

Notes  
1. Suppose that bZmm 21, , assume that )( 11 mca   

with )( 22 mca  . Then, it is straightforward to 

check that )( 2121 mmcaa  .  

2. Assume that )( 1mc  and )( 2mc are two encrypted 

messages. The objective is to see if bmm mod21   

apart from disclosing any data. Users initially 
calculate )()(/)( 21 mcmcmc  , 

where bmmm mod21  . The challenge is to see 

if bm mod0 . Adequate, every user iU  selects 

}52,...,1{id  then computes nmc id mod)( . 

3. Assume that  i idd . User d
i

d mcmc i )()(  . 

Observe that nsgmc bdmdd mod)(  and so 

dmc )( is the encoding of md mod b . Also, 

because 53b  is prime in this implementation, 

bmd mod0  when bm mod0 . But, 

for bm mod0 , the result md is regularly spread 

to }52,...,1{ .  

4. Users will decode dmc )( and produce 

bmm mod21   when bmd mod0 . The 

computing cost of dealing with the card of this 

protocol is )52/||1/(||4 TTk  . 

V. THE RESULT ANALYSIS 

     Finds a private key 43139179241  pqn , assume 

that 15b . Algorithm 1 can be utilized to calculate the best 
appropriate value of b  when begin selecting randomly two 
prime numbers p  and q , nonetheless a smoother and minor 

number can be employed as an alternative, for the 
uncomplicated decryption. 
 
Algorithm 1 to calculate b  

1:  pb ;  

while  1),1gcd(  bq do   

)1,gcd(/:  qbbb ;  

end ; // while 

 
     Check that 15b  divides 15162401 p , b then 

16/)1(  bp  are co-prime, 5315 b and 

8921781 q  are relatively prime. Suppose 

that 27g , with 1),gcd( ng  then ng b mod140097/   

thus as stated by Benaloh key creation method that the new 
requirements are accepted. 

     Therefore, ng b mod24187121   is a true encoding 

of 11 m , whereas ng b mod2418746   is also a true 

encoding of 62 m . Actually, check that with this selection 

of g , the real message space is now 5Z  rather than 15Z
 

therefore the vagueness in decoding. Observe that 

in pZ bg 4141827 1555  . This requires that a true 

encoding of 5  is also a true encoding of 0 .  
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For clear-text m , the group of encoding of m  is equal the 
group of encoding of 5m , therefore a failure in clear-text 
space. The clear-text space that is not failure can be verified 
by brute force with this slight set of keys. 
 
 In this select of p and q , there are 

39872)(
1




n
b

b
 probable values of g  as said by the first 

paper, but 17088 of them will cause the vagueness in 
decoding, that a percentage of 7/3 , reducing the message 
space to both 3Z  or 5Z .    

     The authors, in this paper look at games that play with a 
collection of fifty two cards. Observe that this paper just 
focuses on distributing cards and casino rounds that can have 
effect on round communication numbers. For instance, the 
total cost of computing for shuffling and dealing cards in one 

Texas Holdem game is amongst the 5 users, 59% lesser with 
the proposed system compared to the most effective systems. 
The first standby time prior to the initial round of games is 
76% lesser. The proposed system provides similar 
developments for 7 card stud and other poker systems [18].  
     At first, two cards are allocated face-to-face every user and 
a round of games follows. Then, in the middle of the desk, 3 
cards remain handled together. There will be an additional 
round of gaming. After that extra gambling round, one more 
card is allocated in the middle. On the other side, in the center, 
the last card remains handled face up, after last round of 
game. Every user handles seven cards, start by two face-down 
cards and one face-up card. At that point, every face-up user is 
handled by 3 additional cards, then betting rounds among 
them. At that point, the last card remains handled face-down, 
trailed via the last gaming round.  
     The table below indicates the total cost of w  user game, 
estimated to the extent that every user is required to achieve 
the amount of exponentiations. The first segment displays a 

mix-net solution expense. The subsequent segment indicates 
the cost of the proposed system being executed in dense 
probabilistic encryption. The expenses of a Texas Holdem 
coordinate with three and five users individually. 
Fundamentally the same as outcomes are gotten with 7 card 
stud. The dense probabilistic encryption application of the 
proposed system is the best useful via a broad margin, but it 
depends on a trusted authority for original key creation. 
 

Table- I: Shows the total cost of w user game 

System  
Encryption Scheme 

Mix-network 
Dense Probabilistic 

Encryption 
Texas Holdem with 3 users 
    Deck preparing and first round 
    Extra round 
Texas Holdem with 5 users 
   Deck preparing and first round 
    Extra round 
 
 

3912 
25 
 
5457 
35 

193 
204 
 
975 
654 

VI. CONCLUSION 

The authors in this paper proposed a fresh system intended 
specifically of poker games for shuffling and dealing cards. 
The proposed approach provides a drastic reduction in 
latency and general computing cost compared with general 
systems for shuffling cards. The proposed system is ideal for 

systems that are resource-limited. 
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